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(B)

(c)

(P)

. (a)

(R)

(R) Using Dtype flipflop, organirc #bit lcft shift
SISO fegliter and explain lu working. 8
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Note : (l) All questions arc compulsory and carry
equal marks.

(2) Draw neat diagrams whereyer necessary.

(A) Define-Fan in, Fan out, Propagation Delay
and noise margin of a .ligital fimctionat device.

4

(B) How C-MOS device is different fron standard

TTL device 'l 4

(C) Draw a circuir of N-MOS NAND Gate and
explain constluctioD and working with truth
table. 8

OR

(P) Show that NAND gate can be used as univcdsal

logic gate. 4

(Q) What is NOT function ? Drdw circuit diagEm
for C-MOS NOT GaE and explain irs working
with truth rable. g

What ls the differcnce betwc€n volatilb and
nonvolatilc memory ? 4

whst 18 RoM ? Enlfut its applicsrions. 6

Using 74E9 IC (16x4 RAM) anangc mehory
organizadon of 32x4 6

OR

what is EPROM ? Exptain its spplications.

4

What do you mern by manory map for data
processor systeh ? 4

Explain the fi.rnction of 6264 IC to obtain
8KB rnemory. 8
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(R) How a low power and high power Schottky

TTL devices are distinguished '! 4

2. (A) Write down Booleal laws for simplification

of logic cLcuit and explain how these laws

are effective in reducing Boolean algebraic

expressions with suitable example. 12

(B) Reduce the foltowing expression using

Boolean algebrtic method.

Y =ABC+ ABC+ABC +eBe + IEC+ABe
4

OR

(P) Draw the block diagram of lnternal circuit of
?483 IC. By using 7486 IC how a 2's

complement of a given number is obtained ?

8

(Q) Draw neat circuit diagram for 4-bit binary

multiplier using 7483 and 7408 IC's. 8

(A) Draw circuit diagram of 4;l multiplexer using

basic gates. 4

(B) Using two blocks of 4:1 multiplexer how

one can obtain 8:l operation. 4

(C) What arc encoders and decoders ? Exptain
the working of 74138 IC with the internal

circuit diagram. E

OR

(P) Give salient features of 74181 (4-bit ALU).
4

(Q Explain the operation of LED and how it can

be used to display alpha-numcric char0cters.

6

(R) How HEX-code is obtained for display of
chsracters 2 6

(A) What is flip-flop ? State its important

applications. 4

(B) Explain t}re working of JKMS flip-flop and

draw neat diagram using NAND gates. 8

(C) Using 7493 IC, show how it can be uscd as

Mod-7 counter. 4

OR

(P) What are synchronous

counters ?

and asynchronous

4

(Q) Exptain the working of Ring counter. 4
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